Lionrock Batteries Limited

Job Highlights

- Flexible Batteries - bring impact to global wearables market
- Opportunity to be early start-up team member

**Lionrock Batteries** (lionrockbatteries.com) is a technology startup company under the Hong Kong Science and Technology Park Incubation Program. It is commercializing the nanofiber-structure flexible battery technology, which is developed by the Nano and Advanced Materials Institute. The flex battery technology is in global leading position and is unleashing the global Wearables and IoT industries.

The Company is looking for a few young engineers to join the fascinating flexible battery development journey, which is entering ramp-up for its first production line.

**Job Description & Responsibility**

Engineers will join the founders and work together on all technology and manufacture related matters.

It is a startup environment where hands-on work, cross-function, cross-discipline support is expected.

**#1 – Associate Engineer / Engineer (for B Sc / M Sc degree holders)**

Automation and battery fabrication-oriented role:

- Fabricate batteries from scratch. Design and fabricate customized battery prototypes for customers
- Refine manufacture process. Transform small-scale manufacture process to semi-automated process
- Process control and testing. Set checkpoints and measurements for steady output quality

**#2 – Research Engineer (for M Sc / PhD degree holders)**

New Materials, product and process R&D oriented:

- Develop next generation products based on characteristics of the batteries
- Research new manufacturing process for better efficiency and quality
- Research materials and new chemistry for better performance

**Who may be considered**
- Fresh graduates with degree in Engineering (Elect / Mech / Chem / Mat’ls), Materials Science or Chemistry
- Aspirations in flexible batteries
- Adventurous and enjoy problem-solving as day-to-day work
- Hands-on + can-do attitude

**Desired Skill & Knowledge:**
- Knowledge in various engineering software (AutoCAD/Solidworks/ORCAD) is a plus.

**Working Location:**
To Kwa Wan

**Application Method**
Interested parties please email application letter and resume to dyeung@lionrockbatteries.com

*Data collected will be used for recruitment purpose only.*